
A Community Approach to Gaming:
Unigamer’s Mission to Connect the World of
Gamers

The Unigamer branding initiative focused heavily on

values such as "unity" and "community", resulting in

the fusion of the first two letters.

From interactions with other gamers to

personalised input on all the recent

games, the platform offers all the features

for an optimal community experience.

DUBLIN, COUNTY DUBLIN, IRELAND,

May 22, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Unigamer is delighted to announce the

official release of its social media

platform. Gaming is one of the most

entertaining activities in life. Realising

the importance of connectivity and

mutual interaction, Unigamer is

committed to introducing new features

to improve the lives of gamers. The

company is dedicated to offering

streamlined interactivity features and

gaming reviews to gamers across the

world. Focusing on the importance of

interacting together, the platform offers

integrated support to gamers by

allowing them to have a positive

experience while expressing their

opinions about gaming. The platform is a state-of-the-art avenue for gamers to interact and

experience personalized gaming based interactions.

According to Ricardo Arcifa, the Founder of Unigamer, “ We are thrilled to introduce a modern

Gaming Community to allow avid gamers to interact and share their experiences with their

favourite games. The platform is going to be a refreshing change to the existing nature of

discussions and gaming content. Whether it is updates on your favourite games or exclusive

sneak peeks into your anticipated launches, we are looking forward to sharing new dimensions

of gaming based interaction with all our fellow gamers.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://unigamer.com


Community interaction is becoming increasingly

important in the gaming industry (VentureBeats,

2020)

“We have made sure that all of our

content is optimised to be authentic

and expresses the opinion of our

community” he added, “ We

understand how important it is to have

a community that expresses the

opinions of true gamers and keeps

them updated with new content. We

have worked our best into creating a

platform that is truly reflective about

the needs of our users and we are

excited to offer exclusive content and

opportunities for avid gamers around

the world.”

Leading gamer trends point towards a

major shift in gaming dimensions.

According to industry experts at the

GamesBeats Summit 2020, the

landscape between mobile and

consoles has been changing at an

incredible pace in recent years. The

impact of COVID 19 has also been

detrimental in the conditions of the

industry with major publishers delaying release dates. These trends are integral behind the

release in the platform to provide quality content to gamers across the world. With innovative

new features and a customer-oriented focus, the company also offers authentic partnership

We are thrilled to introduce

a modern Gaming

Community to allow

avid gamers to interact and

share their experiences with

their favourite

games”

Ricardo Arcifa

opportunities for gaming studios to connect with authentic

gaming audiences and share their content. The

Community was formed by a team of game advocates that

are passionate about presenting an authentic gaming

experience.

Further information is available at https://unigamer.com
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Leading market experts agree on the importance of

social interaction in Gaming (GamesBeats, 2020)
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